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The re-igJi1tion cha.racter1st1cs (variation of re-ignition 

voltage with time after current ~ero) of short alternating

current arcs between plane brass electrodes in air were studied 

by observing the average re-ignition voltage• on the screen of a 

cathode-ra;y oscilloscope and controlling the rates of rise of 

volta&e b7 varying the shunting capacitance and hence the natural 

period of o~cillation of the reactors used to limit the current. 

The shape of these characteristics and the effects on them of 

Tar7i.ng the electrorle separation. air pressure, e.nd current 

strength were determined . 

The results show the.t short arc spaces recover dielectric 

strength in t•o distinct etagee. The tirat atage ac:reea in shape 

and magnitude with a previouslJ' developed theory that all voltage 

is concentrated a.cross a partially deionised epace charge la.7er 

which increases its breakdown voltage with diminishing density of 

ionization in the field-tree space. The second etage appears to 

follow complete deionization by the electric field due to dis

placement of the field-free region by the space charge lqeor, its 

magnitude and shape appearing to be due simply to increase in gas 

deneit7 due to cooling. ~emperaturea calculated from this second 

stage and ion denei ties determined fr<>m the first stage by means 

of the space charge equation and an extrapolation of the temperature 



curTe' are consistent with recent measurements ot ar4 value• b7 

other methods. Analy91s or the deareaee with time of the 

apparent 1on densit7 shows that diffusi,on alone is adequate to 

explain the resulta and that volume rec<mib1na.t1on is not. 

The effects on the ehara.cteristics of variations in the parmnetere 

investigated are found t1> be in aceord with prenous resulta and 

wtth the theory. if de1onizat1on maini7 by diffusion be a ssumed. 



DIELEC1.J:R10 RECOVlt!!tY or SHOR'? A-C. ARCS 

BR!tmEN LOf'-BOILING-POINT ELECTRODES 

I. IftB.ODUC'.?IOll 

It has long been known (1) that ahort •alternating-current 

area between electrodes of such low-boiling-point 11&\erials as 

brass. zinc, or cadm1ua are much more difficult to maintain 

than sra arcs bet-ween electrodes of the more commonly used 

high-boiling-point materials. such as copper. iron, or carbon. 

In f act. the earliest inTestigator (1) of this effect designated 

the former class of materials as "non-arcing metals". Such 

metals were employed as electrodes in the aultigap type of 

lightning arrester which made use of their "non-arcing" property 

to interrupt the flow of po• er curren~ following a discharge. 

More recent inTesti~tione of short metal-electrode A-C. 

arcs(2 ,3,4) have shown more e:i:actl:r the magnitude of this effect 

(1) Wurts, "Lightning Arreaters1', Trans • .A..I.E.E. 9, p. 102 (1892). 

(2) ~odd and Browne, "Extinction of Short A-C • .I.res between Brass 
lllectrodes" and 11Restr1king ofShort A-C • .A.res", Peysical Renew. 
36. pp. 726-737 (1930). 

(3) Browne, "Extinction of Short .A.-C. A.res", '!'rans • .L I.E.E •• so. 
P• 1461 (1931). 

(4) Slepian and &Crom, "Arcs in Low-Voltage .A.-C. Networks". '?rans. 
A.I.E.E., 50, p. 847 (1931). 



and 1ta dependence on the boiling temperature or the electrode 

surfaces and upon electrode separation. Within limits. the "non-

arcing" property was found to increase as the arc len~b and the 

electrode boiling temperature diminished. The purpose of this 

investigation has been to explore this effect more in detail in 

hope of further clarifying both 1t and the general theo17 of the 

re-ignition or extinction of a short A-C. arc. Syecificall~. the 

effects on the "arc re-ignition characteristic" (curYe of 

re-ignition voltage vs. time after current ~ero) of Yarying such 

conditions as electrode separation. arc current. and gas pressure 

have been investigated. 

The engineer is generall7 interested in thie subject from a 

negative standpoint. deeir1ng to know how a.res. usua.117 a.t 

atmospheric pressure, m87 be prevented from re-ignitin.g. since in 

engineering experience arcs usuall7 occur during the opening of a 

circuit b7 a saw1tch or as a result of insulation failure or flash

over. A• pointed out some years ago by Slep1an(5), the re-ignition 

or extinction of an A-C. arc following a moment of zP.ro current 

depend.a upon the outcome of 8 1\ kind of rac_e" between two appoeing 

quantities: (1) the voltage applied to the arc 'terminals by the 

circuit. and (2). the "dielectric strength" vf the arc space, or 

voltage required to re-ignite the arc. Both are functions of time 

after current zero. The recovery of voltage across the arc 

(5) Slepian. "Extinction of an A-C. Arca, Trans. A.I.E.E •• 47, 
p. 1398 (1.928). 



3. 

terminals depends mainly upon the cha.racteristica of the circuit 

and ao can, at least in simple cases. be calculated by well-known 

principles. The dielectric recovery of the arc apace. howeYer, 

cannot be accurately predicted even in principle, depending as it 

doea u.pon relat1vel7 complex phenomena associated with the arc 

itself. Consequently the obtaining or further empiric.al. knowledge 

of arc re-ignition characteristics eeems to be desirable from a 

pracUcal a.a 'lfell ae from a theoretical point of view. 
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II. '?l:IEORY 

1 • .Arc Re-ip1t1on. An alterna.ting-CtU"r&nt arc differs from a 

direct-eurrent a.re in that it eaaentiall;y eeases to exist, or 

"goes out". twice during each cycle as the current passe• through 

its aero value. Following each current eero, then. the arc must 

be re-ignited with current flow reTersed, the electrode formerl7 

the anode becoming the cathode and vice •ersa. In arcs with 

thermionic cathodes. both electrodes 8eem to be hot enough for 

adeq,'l.19.te thermionic emission and remain ,go during the veey brief 

current-zero period. Therefore. the voltage required to re-ignite 

the arc in the ne• direction is 11 ttle if arq greater than its 

normal bu.ming volta.ge(2). Arca between electl"Odea of auch re-

fra.ctoey materials as carbon a.Di tungsten are of this tn>e. With 

most other electrodes. however, the temperature of the cathode 

surface is limited by boiling of the electrode material (or in 

special caaea by motion of the arc terminals) to a value far too 

low for appreciable thermionic emission. ~or these arcs some 

mechanism other than thermionic emission must therefore be 

responsible for the production of the electrons at the cathode. 

The eommonl7 accepted theory is that the electrons are pulled 

out o~ the cathode by the action of a very high field of the 

order of 106 volte per centimeter or more resulting ~rom a verr 

dense space charge shea~h of positive ions(6) • .An alternativ~ 

(6) Langmuir. •Positive ton Currents in the Positive CQlumn of 
the Mereury- .A.rcu, G. E. Rev1ew~ 26. p. 735 (1923). 
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theo17 1e that the high enP-rgy input into the gas la7er adjacent 

to the cathode surface results in thermal ionization of this lqer. , 

all of the electrons coming from the "cathode spot" or1ginatin« 

here and all of the current to the cathode being carried by 

pos1tiTe ions(?). Either of these two theories of the •cold 

cathode" of an arc requiree a very hi~b current density and 

therefore a high density of ionization at and of ener«Y input to 

the cathode layer. Conaequentl7, by either theo17 the requisite 

conditions for the existence of an arc cathode 'mu.st disappear 

with extreme rapidity upon cassation of the su•taining current. 

In any case. th97 should not be present initially at the incoaing 

cathode, which was the anode just before current zero. In the 

absence. then, of thel'lllionic emission or of other extraneous ion-

izing ae:ents, the re-ignition of an ~-0. are b~tween closely 

spaced electrodes must be entirely similar to the ordin&r7 

breakdown of a spark gap, except that in this case the pa between 

the electrode• i• already considerably ionized ae a reault of the 

preTious halt-c~cle or arcing. The re-18Jlition of an ~-C. arc 

was first anal7aed in this wa7 by Slep1an(5). who proceeded on 

this basis to deriTe an approximate erpreaaion for the arc re-

ignition Toltage aa a !unction of time. The theory described 

below is eaaentiall7 his. 

2 . Space Charge 'fonnation. The apark breakdown of an 

initially ioni:ed gas between plane parallel electrod~s differs 

(7) Slepian. "Theory of Current Transference at the Cathode of 
an Arc", Pb)ra. ReT. 27, p. 407 (1926). 
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mark:edl7 from the breakdown of a normal. unionised gas chlefl7 

because or the extreme distortion of the electric field b7 the 

presence of the ions. The ga.e initially contains al.most equal 

numbers per cm.3 of positive and negative ions. the negative ions 

being mainly electrons at the temperature existing in the arc 

core at atmospheric pressure. Thus, there is no 1n1tia1 net 

charge densit7, or "space charge", so long as there ls no applied 

volte.ge. When a potential difference appears between the 

electrodes the ions move under the influence o~ the resultin~ 

electric :field. ~ecau.se of their Tery much mall er mass (thousands 

of times) the motion of the eleetrona is so mu.ch more rapid than 

that of the posi ti Te ions that the motion of the latt•r may be 

completely neglected during the first few micro-seconds under 

consideration. at lea.at as a firat approximation. .A.t the new cathode 

the electrons a re repelled, leavin~ behind a region occupied only 

by the relati Tely statiOU$r7 poei ti Te ions. and, therefore, being 

no~ a region of net positive charge. Because of t his sp&ce 

charge a high, non-uniform gradient, obtainable by integration 

of Poisson's equation, exists in the space, ha.ving a maxilllWll 

value at the cathode surface and a minilltUll value at the outer 

bolllldary- of the apace charge region. The electrons will continue 

to move. causing the space charge bo11%1dary to recede from the 

cathode, until all of the applied volta~e is impressed acroee the 

»apace charge sheath" and the gradient at its far boundar7 is 

I 
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therefore reduced to zero. Calculation of the thickness or thia 

sheath in terae of \he applied voltage and the denait7 of positive 

charge is a simple electrostatic problem. On17 slightl7 lesa 

simple is the cal.cu.lation for stead.J'-state conditions. considering 

al•o the motion of the positive ions. Within the spRce charge 

region the ione move with a velocity proportional to the field 

(assumin& its thickness to be large compared with the ionic mean 

free path) from its outer boundary to the cathode surface. Since 

the field outside of the region is zero, ions reach the outer 

bounda1"7 only by diffusion. at a rate given by : 

y IS l D. C 
4 

(1) 

"here Y ia the number crosaing a square centimeter of the surface 

per second, n is the ion density Just outside the region, and c 

is the average velocit7 of therm.al agitation of the ions. !he 

c~rrent density flowing across the sheath is thus: 

i = .! 
4 

n e -o (2) 

where e is the electronic charge, ~ssuming singl7 charged ions. 

~he equat~on for the thickness of the space char~e sheath under 

these conditio~s i~: 

i = 9 k ,2 
--- -;3d 32 TT 

(3) 

a s first deriTed by .A.ston(S). 

In this equation V 1• the potential difference applied, k is 

the ion mobilit7 (ratio of ion velocity to field strength), and 

(8) .A.aton. •Experiment• on the Length of the Cathode Dark Space 
with Varying Current Densities and Pressures in Different Gases", 
Proc. Ro7al Soc. 79 .A.. p . 85, (1907). 
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d is the reaulting thickness of the sheath. Eliminating 1 between 

equations (2) and (3) gives: 

d = .! ( 9 k_ sr 
2 n e c / 

(4) 

for the sheath thickness in terms of applied potential difference 

and ion density. Changing to practical units and taking the 

electronic charge e = l.59 x l0-19 coulombs, this becanee 

approximntel7: 
J- .._ 

d s 136 (- ~)3 * cm (4&) 

3. pieleetric Strength of Snace Charge Sheath. For arc 

re-ignition to occur, this space charge layer of thickness d must 

be broken down by ionization b7 collision. This will happen it 

and when the applied volt~e V becomes equal to the breakdown 

voltage or dielectric strength of the reeulti~ space charge layer. 

Since a certain minimum voltage. of the order of the cathode drop 

in a normal glow. ie required for spark breakdown o~ a ~p. how-

ever short. the cathode layer will be able to withstand volte.gee 

p to this minimum value a.a aoon as it is formed. Since practi-

cally all of the voltage applied across the arc electrodes ie 

known to appear across t his cathode la7erC9.lO). at least this 

minimum breakdown potential (of the order of 200 or 300 volts) 

(9) Dow, Attwood. and Timoshenko, "Probe Keasurements and Potential 
Distribution in Copper A-C . Arcs", Trana. A.I .3 . E. 52. p . 926 (1933). 

(10) Timoshenlco. MDie Lioht@ogenwieders11ndung ale Durchschlag in 
sta.rk ionieierten Ga.sen" , Zeit. f~r Phys •• 84, p . 783 (1933). 
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will be required to re-ignite the arc as soon after a current zero 

e.11 it is possible for any practical circuit to appl7 appreciable 

voltage to the arc terminAle. Reco•ery of further dielectric 

etrength will take place as de-ionization results in growth of 

the space charge layer to thicknesses e-..erywhere greater than the 

minimum sparking dista.nce. Because of the relation between sheath 

thickneBa d and applied voltage (equation (4&)). the actual 

breakdown volt~. or dielectric strength. of an ionized gas can 

be found o.o.l.y by eliminating d between (4a) and an equation g1Ying 

sparking voltage as a function of d. This lat1er functional rela

tion is knolfn empirieally(ll,12) for atmoaph~ric air and some 

other gases in the absence of space charge. ~he presence of the 

space charge in the cathode layer ~ill so distort the electric 

field, ho~eTer, that th~ actual sparking volta«ee , will be much 

less. at least a·oove the minimum point , than those g1Ten by such 

C'lU'Tes. They •ill a.leo increase lese rapidly with inorease in a(lll 

:Because of t his si tu".l.tlon, it would be clearly 1mpossi ble to pre-

diet accuratel7 the breakdown Toltage of the arc space, even 1f 

th~ ion density and te~perat'Ure at the sheath boundal')" and ion 

mob1lit7 within the sheath were accuratel7 known. Incidentally. 

(11) Sle--pian and tlason, •Electric Discharges in Gases - III•. 
Elect. Eng. 53, p. 512, (April. 1934). 

(12) Schumann, "Elektrische Durchbruchfeldstark• von Gasen" 
( Springer) • 
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the ion mobility is not a constant at the existing field strengths 

- ..L 
but may be expected to "f'&.'r7 as ~ 2 

• where X is the field strength. 

J.lso, where the mean tree path ia an appreciable fra.ction of the 

sheath thickness, a• it m&T become for very high ion densities, 

the concept of mobility loses much of its meaning and the accuracy 

with which equations (3) end (4) can be applied 1a still further 

1111paired. Co~eequently, only Tery rough calculationa on the basis 

of this theory would seem to be Justified. ,_ 

4. Conditions .l.ffect1ng Dielectric Strength. J.. frequentl7 

used rough approximation to the sparking potential - distance . 
curve for air at atmoapherlo pressure a.nd ordinary temp~ratures is 

the relation:-

T = 30,000 d Yolts (5) 

which ae8Ul!l•• a constant sparking gradient of 30.000 •olts per 

centimeter. ! his 1s much too low for ordin&.r7 air at distances 

much lees than a c~ntimeter but may be nearer to the true •al.ue for 

short spaces containing space charge. Because of its simplicit7 

it is uee!ul for &pproximate estimates of dielectric strength ot 

the arc space, wh!eh alone are Justified by the present status ot 

the theory. To account for th~ reduced density resulting from 

the higher-than-normal temperature of the arc gases. equation (5) 

must be modified b7 the application of Paechen's law to the form:-

V = 30,000 d To 
! 

Tolta, (6) 

where ! 0 = 2730 K and T la the absolute temperature of the arc 
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«a•••· ~hen. eliminating d between equations (6) and (4a) g1Tee 

for the breakdown Toltage:-

T = 6 . 8 .x ~ol9 k 
c 1 (7) 

n 

Thi• equation reTeala the role ot de1on1sat1on (decrease in n) 

1n dielectric rec0Te17 and also indicate• the importance ot 

temperature of the P•· (Sine• both k and e Tary e.• ! i at 

conat8.nt preasure kjc is independent of temperature .) 

To take into account cban«9• in pressure. both equation• 

(6) and (7) must be further modified.. BT Paachen'• law. (6) 

becoaea:-

v = 30.ooo d !.2_ p •ol ta. 

' 
(6a) 

. where p i• the prea•ur• in atmoapheres . Since the ion mob1li t7. k, 
I 

variea aa p-;z at constant temperature. (7) becomes: -

,, 
T = 6.8 x 10 ko .! 

Co n 

~ 
• p 2. volts. (?a) 

where ko and c0 are now the value• of mobility and aTerage theraal 

•elocit7 at one atmo•phere and oo C. 

5 . Rate of Dielectric Recoverz. In an7 practical caae the 

quantit7 in equaticn (?a) which ma,y be expected to va17 aoet 

rapidl7 with time 1• n. the deneit7 of poeitiTe lone in the field-

tree region Just outside of the ca thode 18.J'er. Here deionisation 

will be taking place b7 diffusion to the bound~riea of the "plasma• 

region and by direct recombination. PreTiOlla calculations on 
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deioni24tion by diffusion in the short arc space appeared to ahow 

it to be far too slow alone to accOWlt for th~ observed rates of 

dielectric recove~ and the effect on these of electrode sepe.rat1on(2). 

Becombination bas been shown to be important, however(5). 9or eq'U&l 

densities of positive and negative ions the rate of recombination 

is given by:• 

= - °" n2 (8) 

where n 1a the density of ions of one sign and OL i• the coefficient 

of recombination. Integration gives:-

.! = « t+ -L 
n no 

(9) 

where n0 , the initial ion density, is very large es it is in the 

arc space at current zero, -L. may be neglected in comparison 
no 

with ac \ when the time t become~ appreciable and equation (9) 

beco111es simply:-

1 ::a oL t 
n 

(10) 

.A.ccording to both experime·nt and theo17 °'- ehould vary approxi-

mately as the inverse cube of the temperature near atmospheric 

pressure and directly as the pr'8asure(ll). Renee, equation (10) 

becomes:-
3 (T) pt (ll) 

(11) Thomson. 110onduct i on of Electricity 'lb.rough Gases", I, p. 35 
and p. 52 (Cambridge, 3rd. Edition.) 
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where oL1> 1a the recombination coeffic.ient for the gas under 

con•ideration at oo C. and atmospheric pressure. Substitution in 

equation (7a) gives:-

II 

T= 6. 8 x 10 ko 0( 0 

Co 

.2 
• p 2 . \ volts (12) 

for the complete dielectric recovery •qua.tion aecording to the 

aboTe assumptions. !he great importance of gas temperature 1n 

dielectric recovery of the are apace is now clearly revealed. Since 

t he initially ver-r hot (several thousand degrees) arc gases ma7 

be expected to cool rapidly during the current zero period. the 

actual shape of the dielectric recove17 eurTe ehould be concave 

upward rather than straight aa indicated. by equation (12). .Uso, 

the dependence upon .temperature should be even greater than in (12) 

at the higher temperatures, because of the diminishing probabilit7 

of electron attachment to form negative ions, an essential element 

in the recombination process, at very high temperatures. J.nother 

reason for upward concavity of the dielectric recovery curve which 

may be opera tive a t the shorter times ie the departure of the 

actual sparking voltage- vs.- d iatance relation from equation (6a) 

when d is near the minimum sparking distance. '?his will result in 

the curve passing not through the origin as shown by equation (12) 

but through a value of a few hundred volts at zero time. 

It should be noted that equation (12) appli&e onl7 for the 

asswned condition of t•o distinct regions between the electrodes: 
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the space charge sheath and the field-free plasma region, the 

latter conat1tut1ng the source of io~s for the former. Eventually 

the shea th will grow until it completely disp+acee the plasma. 

thus eliminating 1 ts own ion source. When this oceura the electric 

field will very quickly sweep awa;y all of the remaining pod tiv-e 

ions, leaving the arc space compl~tel7 deionized. From this point 

on d ls fixed and so fu.rther dielectric recovery will take place at 

a sloirer rate due onl.y" to the increase in density of the gas with 

d iminishing tempera ture, as sholfJl by equatipn (6). A.t thi.s po.int 

los s of the field-distorting space cha.rge iaa.y produce an actual 

discontinuity in the dielectric recovery curve as well as a sudden 

change in both slope and curvature. :B.eyond this poi.nt the dielectric 

strength of' the are space should approach asymptotically the normal 

sparking volta.ee of the gap. The time of occurrence of the transi

tion point will depend, of course, on both the electrode separation 

and the rate of deionization. 

6. Phenomena. at the Anode. In the above approximate treatment 

of dielectric recovery it has been assu.med tha t all of the anpli~d 

voltage 1s consumed 07 the spa.ee charge sheath at the incoming 

cathode, no drop occurring in the plasma r egion or at the anode. 

The only measurements of potential distribution in the arc 9pace 

during the reignition period so far made(9.10) essentially confirm 

this aseu;mpti on for a 15-cm. 25-a.~pere copper-electrode are in 

air. In these measurements no drop in potential was ever detected 

in the inter -electrode region and the anode drop di d not exceed 

I 



about 20 volts. Under different conditions, however, it is con

ceivable that the anode drop Just preceding breakdown of the arc 

space might become large enough to add appreciabl7 to the total 

breakdoim. voltage. The anode drop can also be negative, subtracting 

from the tGtal re-ignition voltage . According to Lanpuir' s theory 

of probes the nmgni tude and sign o:f the a.node drop will depend on 

the relative magnitudes of the diffusionJ or "random" electron 

current in the pla.Slla and the current being carried. 'bJ' the discharge. 

'l'hus, if the electron density and temperature next to the anode is 

high and the llfownsendtt current preceding breakdown small. the 

anode drop shou.1d be negative. If' the conditions are opposite it 

should be pcsiti~e . Ia the absence of 1n!ormat1on to the contral'J" . 

it is probably juati~ied to assume that the anode drop, whether 

pod t1 ve or negative, will be small compared with the voltage drop 

a t the CBthode during the re- ignition period. 

7. Ionizing Aet1T1 t;r. In th1s discussion 1 t haa been assumed 

that the normal ionhi:ng a.gents in the 8.l"C s'tlddenly stop their 

activity • ith cesefi.tion of the arc current. !it the positive column 

where ions a.re believed t-0 be produced therma.ll.7(12) this should not 

be str1ctl7 tr14e since some finite time is required for cooling of 

the gas. Recent s tudies have shown this "time of relai:a.tionft in the 

arc to be of the order .001 seeond(J.3). This is the time rect\\ired 

(12) Compton. "Theory of the :&lectric .Arc. ". Phy. Rev. 21, p.266 (1923). 

(13) Suite, •High Pressure .Arcsff, G.E. Review 39, p . 194~ (1936) . 
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for cessation of tbe ionizing activity after a sudden etopping ot 

the current. In the ~-C. arc, however. the current may be 

decreaging so rapidly Just before current zero that equilibrium 

conditions do not exist. ~he reeult may be that the last few 

tenths of an ampere may be carried by Tirtue ot the ione preTioualy 

formed without the necessity of any further ionising a.ctivit7, if 

the ion density is d1m1niah1ng by recombination no faeter than ia 

the current. ~heretore, it seems likely that at current zero the 

production of i ons in the arc may have al.read.7 practicall7 stopped 

and the assumption of no ionizing activity during the zero-current 

period. other than that due to the electric !ield ie justified. 
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1. Method . A.11 of the e:s:periments to be deacribed in this 

thesis were ma.de with continuously burning ,,L ... C. arciJ between 

plane brass electrodes in air at atmospheric and lower pressures . 

The current was limited by means of almost pure reactance to 

values of 12.5, 25, and 50 amperes r.m.s •• respectively, in a 

circuit essentie.l.1y the same as that of 7igure l. The voltage at 

which re-ignition occurred 'lf'J=l.8 measured directly on the fluorescent 

screen of a ca thode-ray osc11ioscope of the »raun. or sealed glass 

tu.be type (R, G • .A. 904) • Afhe natural period of oscillation of the 

circuit and hence the time e.:f'ter current !&ero a.t which re-ignition 

occurred was controlled by varying C (Pignre 1). The time 

corresponding to th€ measured re-ignition voltage was calculated bT 

means of an equation given by .a.ttl"ood, Dow, and Xran.snic~ . {14) : ... 

e = E - En CO$ {w t + Q) (13) 

1n which E is the peak value of the applied .A.-0. voltage, w is 2R 

times the natural :f'req,uenc:r of the ei.rcu1 t, given by-t-

.. = l • and 
I/ LC 

Em is the maximum amplitude of th& voltage oseilla t ion abou. t E, 

gi.ven by Bm • E - em , where •m le t.he 11nege.t1Te ma:x:imumll of the 

oscillation , measured from the zero axis . 9 is the phase angle by 

Yhich the negative maximllm lags behind the moment of sero current. 

(14) .A.t t •ood, Dow, and Kransniek. ~Reignition of Metallic A-C • 
.Arca in Air". Trans. A.. I . E • .S • • {>O, p. 949 (1931) . 
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where E1 is the value of the arc TOltage at cutrent zero . A typic•l 

re-ignition transient is represented in J'igure 2. in which the abon 

quantities are labelled . Because of the very short time involYed. 

the applied circuit voltage remains practicall7 constant at its 

maximum Talue. E. .A.a the arc current ia (shown b7 the heaTT dotted 

line) approaches zero at its normal rate 1 t eventuall)" reaches a 

vaJ.ue at which the arc 1a no l.onger stable. .A.t this point the ard 

suddenly £aila end the C'IU"rent drops immediately to zero. From 

here on 1l.ntil re-ig11i ti on occurs the arc space conducts practice.117 

no current And so the voltage is deterained entirely by the circuit 

constants end the initial conditiona of the oscillation. ~hese 

initl&l conditions are the initial Toltage. E1, and the value of 

the arc current just preceding aro failure, 11 • Since the current 

in the inductance cannot change suddenly, it continues to now, 

not noy into the aro, but into the capacitance c. causing the 

voltage across the capacitance and inductance in parallel to rise 

from the Talue it has at t s: o. E - E1, to the value Em =:I - em 

at t = ta· The amplitude or the oscillation, J3m, and cansequentl7 

the negative maxlmulll voltage, e11,will thus be determined by the 

magnitude of Ii. 11 is generally of th& order of 0.1 ampere, but 

depends to some extent on the circuit constants and probably also 

on the arc conditions. It is subject to large random Ta.riat1ons 
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from one half-eyole to the next. Yollowing re-ignition at t = t 8 

the discharge carrying current in the new direction usua.117 takes 

the form of a. glow, a t least in the case of the low-current arcs 

studied, changing discontinuously to an arc again when the current 

reaches a value, also subject to large random variations, suffi-

cient to maintain a stable arc. The two t1'Pe• of discharge are, 

of course. identified b7 their cbaracteriatic~ Toltage drops, 

practicall7 all of which occur at ~be cathode. The cathode drop 

0£ a normal glow is of the order of two or three hundred vol ta, 

while that of an arc is only ten or twenty Tolta. 

To calculate the duration of the current sero period, t 8 • 

equatiai (13) can be solved for t and the re-ignition volta&e e 8 

substituted for e. In terms of measured quantities this is:-

(14) 

If L ie expressed in henries and 0 in miero-microi'arads, t 8 is 

given conveniently in micro-seconds . 7or very small values of C, 

the absolute value of em tends to become greater than the normal 

glow voltage. When this occurs arc failure generally re•ul te in 

transition to a "negative glow" before the current finall7 drops 

to zer0;giving. \he situation represented in 71g\U"e 3. 7or this 

case the initial voltage E1 is identical •1th the negative peak ea 

and so the are tangent term in eqw:ition (14) drops out. leaving 

the simpler form:-

t8 = 1/ L C cos-1 E - 8 a 
B - ea 

(14a) 
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In representing the reaults or the e:xperiments the values ot 

re-ignition Yol tage e 8 were plotted against the corresponding 

calculated values of t 8 • For each arc cond.1 ti on a eeriea of nch 

points was determined for valuea of the parallel capacitance 0 

varying from only the distributed capacitance of the reactors and 

leads to the largest Talue (usually) &t which the arc could be 

maintained. ~he cu.rve determined b7 these points was taken to 

represent the r ecovery of dielectric strength 07 the arc apace 

with time after current zero. 
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IV. RESULTS 

Pigures 15 thro~ 36 represent the res'lilts of 527 tests. 

Results for a 25-ampere arc are shown in ~igures 15 through 26. 

for a 12.5-ampere arc in J'igures 27 through 34, and for a 50-

empere arc in :figures 35 and 36. Curves were obtained at 25 

amperes for electrode separations of 0.45 mm •• 1 .0 mm •• 2 .05 mm •• 

and 4.13 mm .• for pressures of 1, 1/2. and 1/4 atmosphere in most 

cases and for 1/8 atmosphere in one ease. The actual measured 

pressures were 739-748, 370, 185, and 92 millimeters of merCUl"J". 

The 12.5-a.mpere arc was investigated only at one atmosphere and 

1/2 atmosphere. Two recoTery curves were obtained at 50 amperes: 

one at one atmosphere and one millimeter and one at l/2 atmosphere 

and 2.05 millimeters. Onl7 the first 200 microseconds were 

investigated as beyond this time the re-ignition voltage generally 

became very erratic and frequently so high that the arc was 

unstable in the 690-volt circuit. The distributed capacitance of 

the circuit (abo·a.t 150 micro- microfarads) placed a lower limit on 

the times which could be studied of from 3 to 10 microseconds. 

depending on the voltage and current settings . 

1. Genersl Discussion. With a few exceptions. the curves 

are divided into two distinct regions. the first region coneave 

and the second convex upward or nea.rl7 straight. ~he curTea of 

~igures 35 and 36 are clear-e~t eJCamplee of this. In other cases, 

such as 7igurea 15. 16, and 17. the situation le no\ so clear. but 
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the otherwise anomalous occurrence of different re-ignition voltage• 

existing simultaneously can be readilT explained b~ assuming \hat 

the dielectric recove1'7 was of the same type in these cases also. 

~he apparent oTerlapping of the two portions of the curTe in 

Yigurea such as 20, 23, or 24 is belieTed to be due to random 

variations in the time at which the actual dielectric recoTerJ' 

broke sharply upward , as shown by the dotted linea representing 

limiting caaea. In such regions two distinct groupings of the 

re-ignition Tolte.ge values were obeerTed on the oscill oscope 

screen. In soae ca.sea it was apparent that these double Taluea 

were associated with the occurrence or the non-occurrence of a 

"negative" low before current zero. the two values islling on the 

a8JD.e 8lllOoth curve when this was taken into account. In other cases, 

however, double values occurred in the complete absence of a nega

tiTe glow and of sueh diaparity tha.t the7 could not poasibl7 lie 

on the same continuo-. curve. Intermediate valuea may have been 

of frequent occurrence, but aa the7 were not grouped closely the7 

were not observed as "points". The frequently occurring breaks at 

the upper ends of the lower branches of the cu.rvea, a• in Yigure 16, 

were interpreted as indicating that the ind1Yidual recove?'7 cur..-es, 

TaryinC from one cyc1e to the next. turned up sharply a t or prior 

to theae breaks, their slopes becoming equal to or greater than 

t hose of the applied Yoltage curTea. (see Figure ll.) 
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2. .Weement with Theory - Upper Recion. The cbaracte~istic 

division of the curvea into two regions with a point of diacontinuit7 

between agrees perfectl7 with the prediction of the theory alread.7 

described. fhe first concave-upward portion should represent 

dielec·tric recovel')" duia to the space charge growth associa ted with 

deionization. as given b7 equation (?a) or (12). The second flatter 

portion should, then, represent dielectric recover;r of the arc 

space according to equation (Ga), due to increasing densit7 of the 

n01r completely deionized gas as it cools. Assuming this to be the 

case, the temperaturee indicated by the observed dielectric strengths 

in this second region -were e~lculated (see ~ppendix D) e.nd nlotted 

as fu.nctions of time in Figures 15, 16. 17, 2~. 26, 35. and 36. ~e 

temperature eurTee of Figures 15. 16, and 17 are re-plotted to the 

same acale in Figure 37 to show the etf'ect ot electrode separation 

on the apparent coolin«. Hor the shorter area the valuee of 

temperature thus obtained are entirely reasonable and the shape of 

the cooling curYes. nearly exponential, is Just what would be 

expected. The assumption upon which the temperature c&lcula.tion is 

based. complete deionization, evidently does not hold for most of 

the curve of Yig11re 17 for 2 .05 mm. separation, the Talues so 

obtained becoming 1mprobabl7 high. at the shorter values of time. 

Inspection of 7igure 17 shows, moreover, that there is a tthumpft in 

the dielectric recove17 curve beginning in the vicinity of 130 

microseconds (time decreasing), apparently indicating a grBdual 
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transition betw6en the two t)'pes of recovery. It is suggested 

that this gradualness of the transition ma~ be due to the 

existence of thermal ionization of the gas a t these high te:nperaturea. 

the dotted extrapolation of the 2.05 mm. curTe snows the TIU"iation 

ot the actual gas temperatare as estimated by comparison 1th the 

other curves. This dotted curve. as well as those for the shorter 

arcs, is consistent Bl.so with the value of tempera ture, 40500 K, 

observed b7 Suita(l3) for a D-C. arc between copper electrodes. 

3 • .A.nnlysie of Lo•er Region. !he lower, or first portions of 

the dielectric recovery curves are of particular interest from both 

a theoretical and a practical viewpoint. Yrom the standpoint of 

circuit interruption. the first few microseconds are of greateet 

importance because the7 are of i mportano$ in the interruption of 

the ~oat difficult circuits: those ba.ving the highest volt&pe 

recoTery rates. J.lao. as further analysis of the resulta ~ill show, 

this first deionization period tends to become longer as the arc 

current is increased, and again it is the high-current cases which 

generall7 present the most pr~ctical diffiC'Cllt7. J'urther.::aore, high

current abort circuits usually have high recovery rates associated 

with them. Hence, 1n caaes of practical interest to 8'7itch 

designers it ia thia first type of dielectric recover7 which is 

generally of interest. ~rom the theoretical standpoint, it is this 

first portion of the curves which may throw some li«ht on the 

deionizing processes in the arc apace. 
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of its clear portrayal of the general type of recover7 and because 

its conditions (atmospheric pressure, l wn. separation, 50 amperes) 

most nearly approach tl1ose of practical interest. The tell!perature 

curTe calculated for the upper portion was extrapolated as shown to 

give an esti~ate of the gaa temperature during the first ~3 micro-

seconds. Both curves are re-plotted for this region to an expanded 

scale in Figure 38. On the basis of these curves of brea.kd011tn 

vol ta#,e and temperature and the curve g1v-en by Slepian and Ma.son(ll). 

derived by them from Sch..unannC12} of sparkin~ voltage v~. pressure-

times-separation (see Figure 57 and Appendix E) for plP.ne electrodes 

in air already used in the temperature calculations. the space 

charge sheath thickness required to witbetand the observed Toltages 

was calculated and plotted in Figure 38. !his rises smoothly at an 

increasing rate fro~ a Talue only a little greater than the minimum 

sparking distance at 5 micro-seconds to the electrode aepar~tion o~ 

l mm. at the transition time, 43 microseconds. From the sheath 

thickness and the re-ignition vol.tage the a.vere.ge sparking gradient 

in the sheath can be obtained. By writing equation (6) in the more 

general form: 

v = x d (6b) 

and combining it with equation (4a) modified to: 

d = 136 
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to take into account the effect or the average gradient, X, on the 

average ion mobilit7, k, and evaluating ko and co b7 kinetic theoJ"T, 

en expression for the i on density: 
.l-

20. 200 x ~ n = 
d 

(7b) 

waa obtained. Vnluea of n given b7 this expreasion are also plotted 

in Yigure 38. .lgain, these Taluea aeem quite consistent with the 

steady-state value, • x 1013 ions per ca~3. derived by Su1ta(l3) 

for a D-C. copper-electro~e arc. when it is considered that the 

dynamic si tuat1on in the .6.-C. ere is such that the ion dens1t7 

should begin to diainhh long before current zero is a.ctually 

rea ched. In fact, it is believed that these aPasureaenta constitute 

an independent determination of both the temperature and the ion 

density in the arc just after current zero, permitting by extrapola-

tion a reasonably reliable estimate of at least the order of 

magnitude of these quantities before curren~ zero. The approxima-

tions involved in the theorT upon which the calclllations are baaed 

may cause an uncertainty in the results of two or three times at 

the most, but not, it ia belieTed. in their order of aagnitude. 

4. BatBI"e of the Deioni~ing Processe1. If the easent1al 

correctness of the ion d•nsi ty cw-Te is s.ccepted, these results 

make poaaible for the first time a detailed quantitatiTe check of 

the theories of deionization in the arc ep&ce,since both the magni-

tude and the rate of decrease of the ion d~nsit7 are g1Ten b7 the 

curve. ~he results of calculations (Aypendix F) using equation(8) 
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and the assumption that "' Taries inverse17 as the cube of the 

temperature indicate that recombination, the process assumed in 

Slepian's theory described above and hence the basis of equation 

(12). is inadequate alone to account for the deionization occurring 

in this ease. Further calculations, based on a simplified picture 

of the process in the plaema region, indicate that diffusion .!! of 

the right order of magnitude to account for the observed rate of 

deionh:ation. ilao. the shapa of the deionization curYe, approxi

mately exponential like th~ coolin~ curve, indicates thA.t the rate 

of deionization falls off as the first power of the ion density, 

as it should for diffusion, rather than as the •edond power as it 

would if recombination were the chief' deionizing process . For the 

diffusion process, shrinkage of the plasma region as it approaches 

the Taniahing point at transition should cause a sudden acceleration 

of the deionization and hence the dielectric recovery near this 

point. S~ch a behavior, shown by the dotted variation of the 

dielectric recovery curve between 30 and 43 microseconds, is clearly 

as consistent with the available experimental data shown in '1.~re 

35 as is the curve originally drawn. It is also more consistent 

with the curves postulated to explain the double-valued re-ignition 

voltages of such Yigu.res as 15 and 16. 

5. Effect of Are Length. Probably the moat striking character

istic of short A-0. arcs between low-boiling-point electrodes is the 

superiorit.y for circuit interruption of' very short ares over sanewhat 
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lonpr arcs. This aeans. of course, that, roughly speaking, 

dielectric recoveey is more rapid for the shorter arcs than for 

the longer. Figures 39, 40. and 41 ah.ow this ef'tect 1n detail. 

Here groups of curves for different electrode separations but 

other coruiit ions the srune are re-plotted for direct comparison. 

It is clearly shown that the ef~ect is al.most entirely confined 

to that portion of the dielectric recovery which is due to 

deiooization of the arc space, the subsequent ??te of recovery 

due to cooling being very little affected. An exception to this 

last statement may be not~d in the case of the 0.45 mm . arc at 

12.5 amperes and 1 &tmosphere, and. at 25 amperfts and 1/2 atmos

phere. where the second tYPe of recovery begins so quickly th&t 

the cooling is still very rapid (see Figure 37 and othere). 'fhe 

effect on the initial recovery rate is certainlv very striking. 

For arc lengths of only 2 .05 mm. the initial recovery rate is 

reduced to the same order of magnitude as the subsequent recoverT 

rnte ~o that the transition becomes less sharp, and at 4.13 mm . 

complete de1onization appl'lrently does not occur at all during the 

first 200 microseconds. '!'he peculiar break and "doubling up" of 

the 25-ampere, 1-atmoephere, 4.16 Jlllll. curve is belieTed to be due 

to changes in motion of the are terminals over the electrodes. to 

be discussed later, rather than to the type of transition postulated 

for the other curves. ETidently, from the standpoint of circuit 

interruption, there is an o~ti.mum arc length, depending on the 
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current. pressure, and circuit recoTeey rate. For high curTe-nts. 

high recove17 ratea. and atmospheric pressure, the beat separation 

for brass electrodes seems to be ex:tremel7 small, probably eTen 

leas than 0.45 mm •. In other eases, however, 1t is noticeab1e 

that ~hen the separation beco:nee too small the reduction in the 

ul.timate sparking Toltage begins to o~fset the increase in rate of 

initial recoTery due to deionization. ~his situation ha.a been 

observed also in preTioua work with short arca(3), particularl7 

for electrode materials other than brass. 

From the preceding discussion of de1oni~1n~ processes (para

graph 4 of this section) it seems clear that this effect of 

electrode separation ma.st be primarily upou the rate of loss of 

ions to the electrodes by diffusion. To the extent to which 

recombination ~ be important, the effect ia also on the coeffic

ient of recombination through the effect on cooling (71gure 37). 

Th~re is also a direct effect of cooling on the ~· densit7 and 

hence on the dielectric strength. In addition to direct diffusion 

of both heat and ions to the electrodes. cooling 8J1d deionhation 

may also result from evolution of vapor from the boiling surfaces 

of the electrodes, the cooling being due to the imaixing of v.inc 

Tapor from the comparatively low-boiling-temper ature brass and the 

direct deionization to dilution and to the speeding up of diffusion 

by the gas bla.et. AlthOll@:h this vapor blast may not ~xist beyond 

current Eero, its importance in deionization is s trongly suggested 

by the large effect of electrode boiling tempera ture on dielectric 

recover7 shown by previous work(3). 
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6. Effect of Pressure. l!'ig11res· 42 through 45 show the effect 

of pressure on dielectric recovel'7 for the 25-a~pere arc with four 

electrode separations. In general, the effect on the initial 

recove?'1' is opposite to the effect on the later recove1'7. !he 

effect a:fter deion.i2ation is simply upon the 4ensity of the gas 

between the electrodes . If the temperature were the eame, the 

dielectric strength in this region would be almost directl7 propor

tional to the pressure. !he fact that it is not indicates that the 

temperatures are different, being higher at the higher pressures as 

may be seen by comparison of Piguree 16 and 23. This is to be 

expected, of course, since the initial arc tempera ture is UD.doubtedl7 

lower at the lower pressures and the rate of cooling is proportional 

to the aean f'ree path and therefore inversely proportional to the 

gaa denai t;y. 

!he opposite e~fect or pressure on the initial recovery is 

another indication tha t deionization is cbiefl7 b7 diffusion rather 

than b7 recombination. Eraminatioa of equation (?a) aho•s that, 

since the temperature is observed to V&r7 nearly as th& square root 

of the pressure, the dielectric strength of the space charge sheath 

should Tary d1rectl7 with the pressure and inverse~ as the ion 

density. Since the early dielectric recovery rate actually tends to 

diminish slightly with increaee in preseu.r• (lee eepeciall7 rigurea 

44 and 45, negl.ectin~ the iatter portion of the curve for l/Bth 

atmosphere in 45.), the conclusion ls that deionization, again like 
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cooling. must be more rapid at the lower pressures where the mean 

free path and hence the diffusion rnte is comparatively high. If 

recOl!ltination were important, equation (12) showa that th~ dielectric 

recoTery by the sheath should va17 &a the square root of the preaaure 

(again tak1ng account of the observed effect of pressure on temper

atll.re) . Beca.llae of the exponential relation between l/n and the 

coefficient of d1ff'llsion, f'urther consideration of equation {7a) shows 

that for deionization by diffusion the eArly rec0Ter7 rate should 

be almost independent of pressure initially but as deionization 

proceeds it 9hould begin to vary inversely aa a higher and higher 

power of the pressure. This is, in fact, exactly the behavior of 

the curvea of l'ign:re 45! !he upper portion of the 1/8-atrnosphere 

curTe in this figure must be neglected becauae it clearly represents 

dielectric recoveJ'1' after complete loss of ionization at about 67 

microsecond.a. (See r1gure 26.) 

7. Oomi>l;U'ison of OurTee for Constant pf. According to the 

law 0£ s1o111tude for sparking the upper portion of the dielectric 

recove17 curves should be independent of electrode separation as 

long as the pressure is ~aried so aa to keep the product of pressure 

and separation constant. !his preB1JD1es, of course. that the te~per-
I 

nture alao remains the same, th~ pressure actually representing the 

gas density. '?he curves for the 25-ampere arc are compared on this 

baais in J'igu.res 46 thro-ugh 49, for valuea or p ,1 of 0 . 25, 0.5, 1, 

and 2. '?he two 50-ampere curves for pJ = l are shown in J'igure 50. 
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!'he diepari ty between the curves for constant pJ 1nd1ca.tee that 

the temperature of the ~as did not remain constant but increased 

with the arc length. ~he closest agreement is for the smallest 

value of p ,R . the difference between the curves increasing with 

this Talue. i'or the 60-ampere arc the a«reement ie •err close 

even at pl = l. It is noticeable in these caaee that both the 

initial rate and the subsequent dielectric recoveI'Y' decrease with 

increasing arc length, suggesting that the effect is of the same 

kind for the two parts. ~he effect on the initial rate of rec0Ter7 

is considerabl7 greater , however , than the effect on the later 

recove17. In fact, the initial recove17 rate seeaa to va17 almost 

directly as the pressure for the 25-ampere arc . 

A simple consideration of the theory leads to the conclusion 

that both coolin& and diffusion of ions should be independent of 

either pressure or electrode separation alone at constant p f • at 

lea1t at constant temperature. since ·the mean f r ee path and hence 

both the diffusion coefficient and the heat conductivit7 var7 with 

the arc length. This aesU111es diff'a.-sion in only one dimension, 

however, completel7 neglecting lateral diffusion of heat and of iona 

to the surrounding cooler gas bey-ond the arc boundar7. It 1e 

significant that the similitude principle holds most cloael7 ~or the 

larger curren.ta and the smaller values of p f ~here the croaa-section 

of the arc is largest relative to the electrode separation and hence 

the conditions for onl7 one-dimensional diffusion are moat closel7 
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met. ror the longer and thinner arcs it is probable that lateral 

diffusion is almost as important as direct diffusion to the elec

trodes, the shape of the mass of hot ionised gas being .more nearl7 

spherical than in the assuaed shape of a thin flat cylinder. ~bus, 

the Yolume of th.e space to be cGoled and deionized by diffusion may 

T&.r7 roughly as the cube of electrode separation rather than as the 

first power ae asSW1ed. Thia affords one possible rough explana.tion 

of why the initial dielectric recovery rate decreases as the 

electr~de separation is increased. in spite of the· proportionate 

decrease in pressure. Another possible and more exact explanation 

follow& from the d1acuasion in paragraph 5 of the effect of prees11re. 

There it was noted b7 exemination of equa.tion (7a) that if the gas 

temperature be assumed to ...arr as the square root of tbe press11re .. 

the breakdown voltage of the space charge sheath should Ye.rT 

directly •i th the pressure and inver•el,- as the ion dens1t7. 1'1 th 

the further assumption. then, that n remains about the same, the 

slope of the initial recovel"7 CurTes should yary directly as the 

pressure, as they do almost exactly in Pig\ll'es 47, 48, and 49. 

Perhaps the actual situation la that the assumptions of the last 

explanation. Tarying temperature and constant ion densit7 , are not 

exactly true but that under some conditions the f1rst-aention£d 

effect of l ateral diffusion adds to the second direct e£~ect of 

pressure sufficiently to make up for the lack of exactness of the 
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second-case assumptions . C•rtainly, the curves show that the 

temperature does increase aa some fractional power of the pressure 

and the opposite effect of pressure and of separation on deion

ization may Yery well result in ion densit7 remaining about the 

same from one curve to the next. Aa for the effect of a possible 

vapor blast from the eleotrodes, it should also be unchanged with 

. J. constant since its relative penetration into the arc space roul.d 

be proportional to the mean free path. finall7, it should be 

mentioned that one obvious difficulty in attempting to apply the 

principle of ei.mili tude to the arc space h that ionisation in the 

arc ia not believed to be ainrply ionhation by collision, 1"h1ch is 

the basia of the siJlilitude principle. but rather thermal ionization. 

this latter requires a certain minil'lllllll temperature which at be 

maintained bT a sufficient energT and therefore current denait7. 

Hence the variation of current density •ith tbft equ~re or the 

pressure aa required by the principle of &i~ilitude probably doe• 

not bold at all in the arc up to eu.rrent zero , resulting in 

different initial conditiona for deionization even with p ,f constant . 

8 . Effect of Qu.rrent St-rene;th. :Pigure• 51 thro:igh 56 aho" the 

effect of different current magnitud.•a 1th other condition• the 

H1211e. the first four figures being for atmospheric preaaure with 

different arc lengths and th last two for 1/2 atmosphere pressure 

ftlld two different len~he. The lower curves for the higher current• 

drawn in Fi~es 5."3. 53, and 54 werf! taken from the re s ill ta of 
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previous workC2,3,4). Since the7 are for odd lengths, l.6 and 3.2 

they are not directly comparable with the C\U'Tea of o.n;r fi&'ll'e and 

so two of tbe2 are repeated in both Figure 52 and rigo.re 53. J.lso, 

the 1200-a.apere curTe is for copper electrodes r .'l.ther than brass. 

There is a definite effect in all cases of lncreaaing current 

lowering both the lni tial rec0Yer7 rate and t.he sll.beeque.nt sparking 

voltage. This is further eTidence that diffnsion and cool1n~ cannot 

be treated strictl7 as one-dimensional proceaaes, eince in the 

aoeence of lateral diffusion current magnitude should make no 

ditference,~rovided that the cnrrent density remains the awae. Where 

lateral diffusion 1a important, however, the varying ratio of surfAce 

to area should produce Just the effect observed, the diffusion being 

relatively aore rapid for the smaller current, smaller cross-section 

area. The sloping volt-am~ere charact9r1at1c of area of •~eh small 

currents as used here indicate• the presence of this effect before 

current sero, and incident~ll7 alao that current 1a carried ln the 

81Dall~r-current a.res with lo er ion densities than in the hlgb.er

current a.res. !hia laat indirect effect of l teral ditt-c.sion on 

initie.l ion dendt7 a lso helps to e::r:plain the obaerTed Tariation of 

the curves. At the very high cu.rrents it is apparent that complete 

de1on1zat1on of the arc space did not occa.r durll\6 the first 200 

inicroaeconds. 'l'b.e 11 ited a.mount of data on which the 1200-Ulpere 

curn (obtained b7 an indirect method) was based indicated that it 

begins to curva upward af'ter about 300 m1oroseconda(4). The 

•• 
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practically horizontal portion shown und01btedl7 represents the 

m1n1JDum apark1ng potential in copper Tapor under the condi tiona 

existing just after current sero. ~he intercept ot the 300-

ampere curvee on the zero-time axis 11 a.lso probably near to the 

minimum sparking potential in the vapor from brass. It h 

characteristic of all the curves tba\ the~ tend to approach a 

common value if extrapolated to or somewhat beyond the time o-r 

current zero. This coJllDlon Talue is of the order of magnitude of 

the minimum sparking potential and undoubtedly does correspond 

to this value under the test conditions. As mentioned 

previously. there ma;r be an appreciable positive or negative 

drop at the a.node included. 
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V. CONCLUSIOJIS 

1rom the foregoinc consideration of the ruul ts 1 t sq b• 

concluded tbat:-

(a) Slepian's theOJ7 that dielectric recoyery by the arc 

apace after current zero is due to the toJ'llatiou of a space 

charge sheath at the cathode which must be broken down like an 

ordinary spark gap. thia gap 1ncreaaing with deionisation of 

the apace. is applicable. at least for low-bo111ng-point 

electrodes. 

(b) The chief deionizing proces• for short area ie not 

recombina.tion. a.s aseumed by Slepian. but dU'fueio11 .• 

(c) Recent determinatione of arc temperature• (4000-

soooo K.) and densities of ionization (1013) at atmospheric 

pressure are Yer1£1ed. at least as to order of megnitude. It 

1a further shown that cool1.nc to a few hundred degreea Centigrade 

and complete deion1zat1on ot short arc spaces bet•een brass 

electrodes ma~ occur within the firat 10 to 100 a1croaeconda 

after current zero for currents of 50 amperes or leas. 

~he ftnon-arcing" effect of low-boiling-point electrode• is 

still not fully explained. In view of past re•ults end of 

conclusion (b) it seeme probable that the effect of the electrod~ 

surface temperature on the rate of cooling of the arc gae•• just 

before and after current sero may be critical. the gas temperature 
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falling iamediatel;r to values too low for thermal ionization with 

low-temperature electrodes but not with electrodes boiling at the 

higher ternperaturea. More 1nveat1gation of this point 1e needed. 

For this purpose it is suggested that f'Urtber experiments of the 

tJ"Pe described here be performed with ares between electrodes of 

other materials than braaa. 
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The actu.a.l circuit used~ tho~ similar in principle to that 

of ~1gure 1, is shown more C011pletel7 in ~1gure 4. Th& peclll.iar 

transformer combination was neceeear)" to obtain the desired voltage 

(690) from an ungroa.nded source with theequipment aTailab1e. 'lhe 

3 k:va. group actually consisted of three pairs of l ha. distrlbu

tion transformers in parallel. nie transformer terminal vol.tage 

l'aa measured through a 20-l potential transformer. Two tnductiTely

coupled air-core reactors were used aa shown for 25 and 50 amperes 

and a third was added to obtain 12.5 amperes. Some of the tests 

were made at 460 volts •ith the inductance correspondingl7 reduced. 

The reactors (tlu-ee identical sections) were constructed of No. 7 

copper wire wound in 19 layers of 19 turna each. The turns were 

separated only b7 the double cotton covering and the layera by 

1/4-inch wooden strips laid axially at frequent intervals. This 

construction was adopted to minimise distributed capacitance and 

gave ver'T good results. t he measured capacitance ot the single coils 

being only 18 miaro-microfarade. Ea.ch coil bad a resistance of 

0 . 63 ohm and an inductance of approximately 0 . 0334 hen.17. giTing a 

reactan.ce of 10.5 ohms at 50 cycles. •1th all three coils in series 

and as closely CO\lpled magneticall? aa possible~ the SO-cycle 

reactance was 64.7 ohms and the distributed capacitance 35 micro-
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m1crofa:rada.. !'be reaetance could be adjusted by cban_ging tape and 

by varying the magnetic coupling between coils. J'igures 5 and 6 

are Tiewa. re spec ti vel7. of one coil a.lone and of all the eoils 

mounted tor use. the transformers being shown below in Pigu.re 6. 

To avoid trouble due to themagnet1c field of the reactors, 

the a.re electrodes and the oscilloscope were located about 15 feet 

a"!f&1' from the eons on a line perpendleule.r to their axis. ~he 

electrodes are shown mounted in the arcing structure in J'igtlre ?. 

'!'hey were flat brass blocks .• 5 cm. square by l.27 cm. thick 

initially, bein~ planed aown between gro·11ps of tests to restore 

their surfaces. The lower eleetrode was pierced at its center by 

a small hole (0.9 mm. diameter) through which a somewhat smaller 

~gsten wire could be projected to make and break contact with the 

upper electrode and so start the arc. ln the final tests the 

re-ignition voltage was measured only ~th the u.pper unpiereed 

electrode as the cathode. Between tests the alaetrodea were cleaned 

with both a file end emery cloth. They were replaced as soon as 

they beeame noticeably pitted by the arc. The electrode holders 

were mounted on a drilled glass plate fitted to a be11-Jar cover 

and the whole connected to a vacuwn pump and closed-tube mercury 

manometer for controlling and mee..s'Qring the pre11sure. '!'he arc 

1gni ter electrode already mentioned waa operated through a flexible 

be1lows (Silton) ~eal. . A general view of the apparatus in uae is 

shown in J'igo.re 8. 
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fhe TOltage divider had to be of the ;resistanee-eapacitance 

type in order to ma.teh the impedance of the oscilloscope fo?' all 

frequencies from 50 to 50.000 cycles per second. All six sections 

were identical, consisting of 600.000 ohm carbon-rod resistors in 

parallel with small adjustable mica "trimming" condensers of betweea 

50 and 100 micro-miorofarads capacitance. ~he resistors w~re 

Nljusted by filing so as to have equal D-C. resistances and the 

eonden$ers •ere subsequently adjusted to give the proper voltage 

ratios at 50~000 cycles. Equality of capacitance of corresponding 

sections was checked by inserting the condensers into a tuned 

cireui t. As shown., the ma.::r:imwn divide?" ·ratio of three could be 

changed to two by closing the switches 55 and to unity by connecting 

the oscilloscope leads directly to the arc terminals. 'l'he symmetrical 

arrangen1ent of the divider - about ground waa found to be necessary 

to eliminate spuriou.s denectiona due to grcr.ind currents flowing 

through unsymmetrical eapacita.n.ces to ground of other parts er the 

circuit. lt was also necesso.ry to bale.nee the rest of the circuit 

insofar as. possible with respect to ground to eliminate distortion 

of t .be electrostatic field between the oscilloscope deflecting plates 

which occurred for h1gh- :frequenc7 oscillations u• one plate were much 

closer to grolltl.d potential than the other. Most of t~ capacitance 

to ground existed in the suppl.y transformers, of course . 

The oscilloscope tube was equipped with only one pa1r o:f 

deflecting plates. deflection in the other direction b~ing produced 

by an. electro-~etic field . In these experiments the field coils 

were connec ted to the 50- cycle supply voltage through a phase 
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abifting trans~ormer• This could be so adjusted that the beam 

would cross the center of the screen as the are current reached 

its zero value and the re-ignition transient \o 'be observed took 

place~ A.s the field strength wa.a such that the beam appeared on 

the screen only during a ve'r7 small portion ot the cycle when the 

sweep current was near zero. its speed across the screen was 

practically constant, giving a linear time scale. By applying a 

voltage of the same treqaency as. but 90° out of phase •itb, the 

swe.~p current to the control grid of the tube. the beam could be 

cut off on ita return sweep, thus showing the re-ignition transient 

for only one polarl ty at a time·. Oecillograme could be taken b7 

photographing the screen with an ordi:Dal7 camera.. The camera ueed 

bad an f 4·.5 lens and an extensible bellows for close-up focusing. 

Wratten ilypersensitive Panchromatic p l ates were found to g1Te beat 

results with higb-apeed tranaienta. but Portrait Panchrotnatic films 

could also be used. A certain uount of background fogging was 

necessary to obtain maximum senait1?1t7 W'ith theae plates or films. 

It was also neeese8.17 to use wl tavss as high as 6000 on the beam 

(the ra.ted voltage of the tube was 4600) to obtain reall7 satis

factory photographs of the highest speed transients. •epreaentatiTe 

oeoil.lograins are shown in J'ig11rea 9. 12 0 13. and 14. The timing 

oscilll\tion we.a produced by a leetern Electric oscillator and fed 

into the circuit by magnetic co~pling to the reactors. the frequency 

being nearly the natural frequency o~ the circuit when unebunted. 
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~he condensers used for controlling the natural frequency 0£ 

the circuit were of two tTPes. The sin.aller size• were mica. 

ineulat~d in molded composition and the larger sizes ~ere ordinary 

"teleyhone" condensers of rolled paper. 'I'he smaller sizes were 

mea8Ured at high frequencies (10 to 50 kilocyelea) in a tuned 

circuit, using a General Radio variable standard condenser. and 

the larger simee were measured with a simple capacitance bridge. 

Wost of the condensers were of such voltage ratings that they bad 

to be used in groups of two equal condensers in series . }'racti

c&lly any desired value of capaeitanee could be obtained by aeriea

parallel combinations. 
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APPENDIX ». 

E%J?!r1mental. Technique 

Kuch time was spent in deYelop1ng the method of testing to 

the point where the results obtained were su.fticientl7 consistent 

and reproducible tor the plotting of eatistactor;y eurTe•. A.a 

sho1'1l b7 previous YOrk(2.l0.14), apparentl7 inherent Tariability 

ia one of the chief'. character1st1ce of the behaTior of A-0. arcs. 

particul.arlT ot the re-ignition voltage. HoweTer, with proper 

care in aaintaining the el~ctrode surfaces etc. the re-ignition 

voltage values were found to be very consistent in lll9.D1' caaee and 

reaaonal>17 so for all of the tests. Variations in magnitude were 

''Averaged out" in these experimen.ta by observing on the osc1llo

acope screen the repeated re-ignition of the continuouel7 rwming 

arc for several seconds and locating the average value of the 

re-striking Toltage b7 eye. 7or this purpose a eliding index 

was used. !he uncertainty in location of this aTerage was uauall7 

quite small for the shorter timee bu~ became considerable as \he 

duration of the current-zero period approached the miu:im~ Talue 

at which the arc could be mainta1n~d. The re-ignition values 

were usually Yery clearly Pbunched" in a small region with 

relatiTel7 few high and low values o~rring occadonall7. The 

f'reqw-ncy of occurrf'tlce of the lOlf values genere.117 exceeded that 

of the high values. In no eense. however, were the recorded 

values maximum re-ignition voltages. Rather. the7 ~ere the 
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maxinrnm consistently repeated values. :rrequently, low Talues wPre 

found to be due to the arc momentarily Jumping out from between the 

plane faces Of the electrodes. thus increasing ita effeotiTe le~h. 

It was found that generally higher and more consistent values 

were obtained when the upper unpierced electrode was the incoming 

cathode than when the reTerse was the case. Whenever the arc 

atood still or wandered only verr slowly, a common condition at 

the higher preeeurea and larger separations. the re-1gz:i1 ti on 

Toltage diminished rapidly with continued arcing, l\&lcing neceasar7 

brevity of the tests and frequ.ent replacement of the electrodes. 

To detect this et:fect, points obtained. Jut be:fore changing 

electrodes were usually checked with the :fresh electrodes. The 

largeat variations observed were those or ea. the coordinate or 

the negatiTe peak of the oscillation when there wae no neg.atiTe 

glow. Values of E1. the la.st arc voltage. and of em for the 

negative glow case were more consistent. Readings of the aTerage 

Talue of each of these quantities were taken in the same way as 

described. for e 8 • the re-ignition voltage. Readings of time could 

not be obtained directly on the oscilloscope screen because of 

the large variation in the starting point ot the transients due to 

variation in 11 1 the a.re failure current. This is 1llusttated b7 

Oacillogram H-3. r1gure 9, which shows several s11ccessive trans

ients. 

Since variations in beaJll current incident to focusing the 

spot as well as Tariationa in line voltage caused changes in the 
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oacllloacope deflection sensitivity. it was necessary to calibrate 

the oacilloacope before each reading. !his was done b7 measuring 

the deflection corresponding to the peak applied voltage at the 

same tiae that the voltage was read. The ahort-circui t current 

(CQ.rrent with ere shorted out) was alao TeBd. and adJuated if 

neceaaar:r b7 YarTint,; the reactance. .A.t the aame time the trans

former terminal voltage was measured with the current !lowing. 

The peak of this latter voltage was the Talue actually applied to 

the oscillating circuit at arc failure and was assumed to remain 

practicall7 constant during the current-zero period because of th~ 

relatively large distributed capacitance of the transformers and 

therefore their long natural period. Consequentl7. lt was the 

value actual.17 used as J1 in formule (14) or {l-4e). 1'he r.a. s. Talue 

was. of course. also the voltage used in calculating L by the 

relation:-

L = (15) 
2".501 

where C and I are. respectiTel7. the r.m.s. "short-circuit" 

voltage and current. The oscilloscope deflection was found to 

be approximately linear except at verT sma.ll Talues. .A.a the 

deflections corresponding to E1 crune within thie non-linear range. 

El was actually measured by a D-C. TOltmeter connected to a voltage 

source which could be adjusted to g1Ye a steady deflection equal 

to that produced by E1. em was measured similarly when 1 ta value 

fell within the ran~ of' this D-C. calibrating 'f'01tage. .A. diTider 



ratio of unity was used to obtain maxim'Wll de~lectlon in measuring 

these sm~ller voltage values or an7 other values when possible. 

As thP zero positiom or the electron beam tended to ahitt continu

ously as well as ?l'i th any- adjus tment, it we,s checked before each 

reading and the m1111meter sea.le shifted if necessary. 
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.APPENDIX G. 

Errors and Accurac1 of the Method 

Readings of deflections on the oscilloscope screen were 

probabl)" accurate to within one millimeter fo'f' the larger deflec

tions of two to five centimeters. giving a.n acour8.CY' of two to 

five percent . Sma1ler deflections, except where variations were 

large. Yere determined to -,.itbin perhaps 0 . 2 ID!JI . but the total 

deflection was frequently so sma11 that the aecurae7 was onl7 

about ten percent. Errors resulting from non- linearit7 of the 

o.scilloscope deflection amounted to only one or two percent at 

the larger deflections but to very much more. perhaps ten or 

twent7 percent, at the sme.llest deflectinns used. Rea.dings of 

circuit voltage, made with an ordinary- port&ble iron- vane 

voltmeter and a large standard potential transformer should hav• 

been accurate to within less than one percent. Similar accuracy 

can be expected fo'J' readings of current and for the values of 

inductance ea.leule.ted. from them. The actual values of current in 

the arc~ however. were as muon as £1ve percent less than the 

values aetu.a.117 measured with the a.re sbc>rt- circuited because o~ 

the arc voltage thus neglected. Measurements of capaci tence of 

the condensers were ms.de 'tfith an estimated accuracy of two to five 

percent. The distributed capacitance of the circuit, calculated 

from the inductance end observed resonant frequency of the circu.1\ 

unslm.nted and with small ah'11llting capacitance was only roughly 
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known. It was assumed to be 150 micro-aicrofarada for the be.lanced 

circuit and 230 m1cro-microfarada for the circuit before it was 

balanced, these being approximate aean Tal.uea of seTeral rath~r 

widel7 diTergent determinations. Electrode separation was deter

mined by closing the gap on "feeler gauges" consisting of strips 

of copper or brass aheet preTiousl7 measured with micrometer 

calipers. It was probabl7 subject to Te.riations of not more than 

five percent. The gas pressure was measured with the m&rCU!'J' 

manometer to well within 0.5 mm. of aercury, gi.Tin& an accurac7 

of £rom 0.1~ to 0.5~. For pressures leee than ataospheric, the 

pressure read after each teat was generall7 from l~ to ~ higher 

than the initial pressure recorded because or heating of the gae 

within the bell Jar by the arc. Momentary increases of seYeral 

times this amount were noticed while the arc was running. Failure 

to correct for the temperature of the mercur'l' caused an error of 

not more than O.~. 

Somewhat larger errors are probably to be expected in the 

calculation of time by means of the simple equations (l~ and (14e} 

These equationa preeume constants lumped aa 1n ll'igure 1. with no 

series resistance and no conductance in parallel with the arc. 

~hey also assume the oscillation frequency to be large CO!llpared to 

the supply frequenc7. which wss always the case. ~he more complete 

equation for e. taking series resistance R into &ccount, ie(l4) :-
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where in this case 

• =1/---1~ 
V LC 

OaJ.cu.la.tiona using typical constants and R r:: 5 ohms. a value some-

~bat greater than that given by ro~ measurements on the test 

e1rcu1t, showed tbnt th~ effect of this resistance was truly 

negligible. Similarly. the equation considering shunting conductance 

alone is:-

where now 

w r:: i/. LlC - _ _.l..__ __ 
V 4R202 

.&&a.in, calculations with t7,P1C.sl. cireu.1 t constants end R • 2 x 106 

ohms, which was somewhat less than the measured leakage resistance 

through the circuit in.eula\ion and the TOltage ditlder when set 

for a 2-l ratio, showed the decrement due to this leakage aleo to 

be entirely negligible during the first cycle ot the oscillation. 

However. oscillogr8Als such as H-3, :l'lgure 9. did not verU'7 thh 

result. ~be complete oscillation upon extinction of the arc is 

re-plotted in J'igu.re 10. Here it 19 shown that an exponential 

envelope can be accuratel7 fitted to the curve. When plotted on 

semi-logarithmic paper this envelope becomes a straight line whoee 

slope indicates a leakage resistance of on1T about 85.000 ohms! 

Other eimilar oacillograms gave resistances of the same order. 



Since the measured Talue of parallel reaiatance i• so auch higher 

than this, this damping must haT• been due aain.17 to current 

le~ throu~ the arc apace. probabl7 in the fora of a "Townsend 

discharge•. 7rom 7igllre 10 it was concluded that the effect of 

this "arc leakage" waa too g reat to be neglected in the time 

calculo.tions and so a great deal of work waa done on equation (16) 

in an effort to evolve a practicable method of using it for the 

time calculationa. The equation o! the fona of (16) found to 

represent the oscillation of Yigo.re 10 moat cloael7 1a:-

• • 620 - 1070 { 

_ _:L 
J'J.'fS' 

COS (0.157 t - 0.937) (17) 

where t is in aicro-aeconds. It is shown dotted in J'igure 10. 

With euch valuee as in (17), equation (16) defied all efforts to 

achieve a workable form b7 making permissible approximations. 

The chief difficu.lt7 la)' in determining 11 from aeaaureable 

quantiti-ea, a trial-and-error solution seeming to be the onlT one 

possible. 

The situation was relieved, howeTer, b7 further oacillo-

graphic measurement. made to determine the actual error resulting 

froa the use of equation (14) or (14&) in calculatin~ current-

zero-to-re-ignition timea. 7igure 11 ehowe th.a reeul.ta. The 

polnta marked b7 circles were calculated from mea.eureaente made 

in the usual lll&y' and those marked b7 cro$eee were taken from 

meaaureaenta ma.de on oac1llograma such aa P-2. 0-1, and P-1 



(~igur~• 12. 13, and 14. respectivel7). ~he short dotted lines 

represent sections of the ass'Ullled voltage rise curYea upon which 

the calculations (according to (14) and (l4a)) were baaed. The 

points £rom the oscillogrsme fall considerably closer to these 

lines than might be expected from the foregoin& considerations. 

The two closely parallel lines are for the cases where the 

negat1Te glow did and did not occur. ~he oscillogram points fall 

Tery close to tbs proper one of these lines in each caae, the 

onl7 one noticeabl7 off being that taken from the transient in 

P-2 which exhibits 8ll abnormally large Talue of -em. In the case 

o'f oscillogra:m P-l, the agreement is not so good. but this was 

the region in which the arc we.a unstable and showed large vari

ations in re-ignition voltage. One apparent reason for this is 

that the voltage rise curve was very nearly tangent to the 

dielectric recovery curYe in this region. Point 1 was c.alc-ulated 

from the measurements ta.ken on the oscilloscope screen while 

point 2 was calculated similarly except that a larger value of 

-8iza (corresponding to P-1) •as used. The dotted curve was 

calculated from the equation:-

e • 93? - 1097 cos (0. 0196 t - 0 . 522) volts, (18) 

detel'llined to fit the transient ot P-1 as cloeitly aa possible 

without damping. Comparison of this curve and the curve for 

P-1 reveals the reaaon for the enigma presented by the rapid 



damping shown in B-3 contrasted with the close agreement in the ease 

of points from P-2 and 0-l. the latter indicating negligible damping. 

The transient of P-1 follows the undamped curve calculated from 

equation (18) (of the fol'llt of (14)) ver,- closel7 for the fir•t 100 

microseconds and then begins to fall below 1t at a rapidl7 increaa

i~ rate. This sudden falling oft of the actu.a.l voltage rise 

curve suggests that appreciable lea.b&e curreat begins to flOY 

through the arc space onl7 at and aboTe some 600 or 800 Tol ts, 

increasing rapidly at voltages above this Talue. !his is just the 

expected characteristic of a Townsend discharge, which cannot even 

approximately be represented by a constant Talue of resistance. 

Clea:rl7, then, the resistance value calculated from the damping o~ 

the oscillation of H-3 waa only an average value resulting ma.inly 

from current leakage occurring near the peaka of the oaeillation 

a.lone. Careful examination of thi! shape of the curve of figure 10 

seeme to bear out this idea. The concluaion is that the damping 

of extinction transients gives no measure of the effective damping 

of the normal voltage transients preceding re-ignition, th• greater 

portions of which relllain at volteGes too low for the Townaend 

discharge to occur. It is believed, the~fore. that the evidence 

of Figure 11 provides sufficient Justification for the use of the 

equations (14) and (14a), neglecting the effect of leakage current 

entirel7. 

J'rom the abo..-e considerations it appears tM.t an accuracT of 

around 5~ in voltage and l~ in time 1s to be expected for the 



dielectric recovery curves obtained in these experiaents. The 

error in the time calculations is such that the time values plotted 

are probably somewhat too short. Because of the small average 

slope of these carves, however, it is believed that tbie error 1a 

compara.ti vel7 unimportant. In g-eneral. an idea of' the overall 

precision of the method is given by the closeness with Yhich the 

points fall on definite smooth curves of the shape predicted by 

theoey. 
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A.PPDDIX D. 

Temperature Ca}eulation 

The tempera ture of the arc gaaes after deioni1&tion was 

calculated as follOll'a:-

!he Talue of pi correeponding to each chosen nlue ot 

re-ignition voltage 1'8.8 determined from ~igure 57. The dotted 

portion is an extrapolation from the curve giTen by Slepian end 

Mason(ll). ~he apparent pressur~ ia then gi.Ten by:-

p = -1-- (18) 

Since t.hia is really a value proportional to the density of the gae, 

the gas density is:-

p ~ o (19) 
Po 

where po ie the actual measured pressure and L'.l 0 is the denai ty 

at p 0 and the temperature, ~0 • at which Po waa measured. (T0 was 

taken to be 2730 K. in these cA.lc-.ilations, probably about l~ too 

low.) By the perfect gas law, then, the t emperatllre of the gaa is:-

! = 'lo = 273 • ( 20) 

in degrees Ielvin. On the Centigrade scale it is 273° l~sa than 

this. Since the arc apace was not in thermal equilibrium and 

th~r~fore not at constant temperature, the Talue of ~ so calculated 

represents only a kind of average temperature along thebreakdown 

path. The maximum temperature between the electrodea mST ha.Te been 

considerably greater than this value . 
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.APPEBDIX E. 

Calculations of Shenth ~h1ckneaa 

and Ion Den1it1 

Uaing valuee of T obtained from the extrapolation of the curTe 

calculated aa in Appendix D for the second recove17 period, values 

of the epace charge aheath thiclcneaa, d, were calculated from 

values of pJ corresponding in J'igare 57 to the re-ignition vol t~e 

valuea o! the first recoTery period by dhidinc pJ by the value 

ot p corresponding to the density at the exiatin& te=Perature. The 

value. p, was obtained b7 equation (19) written in the fora: -

p :: Po ?73 
4! 

J.ccording to th~ above, therefore: -

p ,l'. 'f 
Po • 273 

(l9a) 

(21) 

The averat;e breakdown gradient is then given b7 equation (6b):-

'f = x d 

Knowing the values of d, V, and X, the ion densit7, n. can be 

obtained from equation (4a):-

d = 136 (- ! ) ~ 
if ko and e0 , the ion mobility e.nd vera.ge thermal velocity are 

kn01'?1. 

The kinetic theory erpression for c is:-

c = 2 ... / 2 r: ! 
V" nm 

(22) 
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where X le Boltzmann'• constant, 1.37 x lo-16 erga per d•gree, 

and • 1a the aass of th~ ion. Assuain~ the iona to be eingl.7-

charged atoms of air (oX)'gen or nitrogen or both) and taking the 

molecular weight of air to be .29, 

• = ~ x 1.65 x io-24 = 2.39 x io-23 cram. 
2 

1.65 x lQ-24 being the mass of a particle of unit molecular weight. 

fhe Telocit7 can be expressed as: 

' 
c = co (- ~o )z . 

wb~re c0 is th~ Talue of c at T = T0 . 

By fonrula (22), then, 

c0 s 63,200 em. per second. 

(23) 

The kinetic theory expreaaion for the mobilit7 at high field 

strengths 1a:-

k = ,/ ? e >. v· n mX 
where A is the ionic mean free pa.th. 

:Because of the effect of t pere.ture on denei t7, A 1a proportional 

to ! at constant pressure and so the mobilit7 also can be expressed 

aa:-

(25) 

'!he effect of temperature thua cimcela out 1n the expression k/-c 

of equation (4a). Defining ko aa the ion mobility at standard 

conditions and at unit field strength leads 
I 

k c ko ( :0 )2 _L 
x i! 

to the relation:-

(26) 
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which in turn gives for (4a) the new fora:-

d • (4b) 

'!'he value of A to use in calculating ko ia aome•bat uncertain, but 

the value for nitrogen JDolecul .a under atandard conditiona, 

0 .6 x io-s, should be approx1mate11' right . Using thh and other 

previousl7 determined values givea:-

ko = 505 cm. per second. 

per volt per cm. at l volt v~r cm. 

Substituting these valuee in equation (4b) gi.Tea:-

d = ~/ 505 y Z =: 136 V 63, 200 xii n 

When solved for n thia becomes:
.k 

20. 200 x z. n = 
v 

which ma7 be combined with (6b) to give:
k-

n = ?Q.?OQ X z. 
d 

(27) 

(27a) 

(7b). 
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.APPDDIX -,, 

InTestigAtion of Deioniming Proceaeea 

l. B.ecombin&tion. To deteraine whether or not reco bination 

alone is sufficient to explain the deionisation cu.rTe of -.1gure 39. 

this proceaa was as!Ullled and the Talues of the reco•binat1on 

coefficient, oc , required to fit the curTe at each point were 

calculated. For recombination in a region containing equal 

numbera of poei ti Te and negatiTe iona, o< is defined b7 the 

equation:-

~=- o< n2 
dt 

(9) 

o<. can be calculated directly from tbia equation, using measure

aenta of - ~ and corresponding Taluea of n from the ion densit7 
dt 

curve of 7it,U.re 38. ~he result• of thia calculation are giTen 

in column 5 of the table. Por comparison with usual Taluea, 

extrapolations of theae to oo C. are giT•n in column 6. This 

extrapolation was aade b7 means of the equ1J.tion:-

3 

~ 0 = ~ (- :0 ) (28) 

uaing Ta.luea of temperature from the dotted curve of :rigiu-e 38. 

ETen the smallest value o! ~ 0 in column 6, that for 5 micro-

seconds, is rougb.17 20 timea the Talue ordinaril7 aeasured for 

a ir, 1.6 x io-6, and the required Talue of 0( o increases with 

time b7 almost as euch as ten times more at 43 microseconda. 
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Since the preeence of metal Tapor in the arc psea can. bard.17 be 

expected to raise the coefficient ot recombination, it aeema clear 

that recombination is inadequate by at leaat one order of •e«Jlitude 

ae an explanation ot the obserTed rate of deionlzation. 

?. Diffusion. A similar calculation waa aade assuming onl7 

one-dillensional diffusion to the electrode and to the sheath 

boundaries. To simplify the calculations. which would otherwise 

be long and tedious, the ion densit7 distribution sh0trn b7 the 

aol1d line in Figure 58 waa aea'1Dted. A ro~ estim te ot the 

actual ion distribution is given b7 the dotted curTe labeled n•. 

The field-free, or plasma region 0£ thickness ,i-d was e.rbitraril7 

diTided into four parts and all ot the diffusion gradient assumed 

to exist across the oater fourths of the region. !his asaumed 

gradient w~s then:-

~ c ... 

dx 
4n 

) -d 
(29) 

The total nU"Jlber of ions per square centimeter of the arc cross-

section diffusing awe;r per second was then:-

Yc2D_a 
dx 

8 n 
,I -d 

D (30) 

in tel'lls of the diffusion coefficient, D. !'he relative rate of 

lose of ions in the plasma waa:-

- -9!L 
dt ,.1-d = 8 n 

(f -d)2 D (31) 

J'roa thie relation, D •as calculated, using values from the curTe 

of Yigu.re 38 as before. Values of D are g1Ten in column 7 of the 
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table. Yor comparison. correaponding values of ~. the kinetic 

theo17 diffusion coefficient. were calculated from the relation:-

(32) 

and entered 1n column 8 . 

The valuee ueed were: -

Ao = 10-5 cm. 

Co • 63 1 000 cm. per sec • 

To = 273° x. 
and 'i' d.etermined from :Pigure 38. 

The ratio• ot values of D apparentl7 required to the kinetic theory 

values at the estimated temperatures are given in col'U.lln 9 . ~he 

two quantities are clearl7 always of the aame order of magnitude. 

which is aa good agreement a• could be expected from these Terr 

rough calculations. ..la pointed out in the discussion. the effect 

of diffusion laterally into the surrounding cooler gas would be in 

such a direction ae to improTe the agreement . The fact that the 

ratio D/Dtr rem.e.ins very nearly constant (between 4 and 7) during 

the first 30 microseconds. and could be 111\de to re•a.in so for the 

rest of the time b7 altering the dielectric recovery curve in a 

way which would be consistent with the data. is another point in 

favor of the diffuaion theor;r. 
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APPEJl.DIX CJ. 

Motion of the Are 

Pigtires 59 through 70 are photographs of the electrodes 

after tests under v3rious conditiona. :Both elPctrodes are shown, 

arranged as if opened out like a book, the lower electrode bei.ng 

on the left in eve17 f1gtU"e except Io. 69. A centimeter scale 

ia provided at the top, showing that the pictures are almost ft!°~ 

exactl7 natural size. In the tit1es below the pictures e 8 is 

the re-ignition voltage a.ad t 8 the re-ignition time for the teat 

after which each photograph was taken • 

1. General Description. ..&.ll the different types of arc 

trails commonly olserved are shown. Their chief general character-

istic is the spontaneoua wandering of the arc over the electrode 

surfaces in al.most every ease. !his wandering, sometimes slow and 

sometime• very fast. generally occurred in Jumps. the arc 

terminals appearing to remain in one spot for one or more half-

c7cles. Matl7 of the photographs show clear examples of spots in 

which the arc apparently remained tor only one half-cycle. Perhapa 
I 

the clearest is 7igure 59, 1n which the small isolated spots ahow 

distinct differencea bet~een the corresponding ones on the two 

electrodes, suggesting that the arc remained at each onl7 while 

it bad one certain polarity and therefor~ tor only one half-cycle. 

Both types of spots. distinctly different, can be observed on 

each electrode. the two types usually being aide by side. rigarea 

59. 63, and 69 show trails upon which the arc moved onl7 ver'T 
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slowlT while in the case of Figure 64 the arc remained stat1o.nal'7 

until blown by e. current o! air. !'he trail of :Figure 63 is one 

of the few observed in which the motion or the arc appeared to be 

practically continuous. but definite spots can be observed near 

its end . Trails of very rapidly moving area are sho.-n in 71gurea 

60. 65. 66, and 68. These are characterhed by tbe distinctness 

and the wide distribution of the spots over the electrode 

surfaces . 

2 . Effect of J.rc and Circuit Conditions. The boundaries 

of the spots become less and less distinctly marked as the electrode 

separation is increa.sed. As shown by comparison o-£ i'lg11res 59 

through 64. the apparent spot size. or area burned by the arc. 

tends to increase rapidly with the arc length, other conditions 

being equal. ~his 11hows the need for ca\ltion in estimating the 

current density at the arc terminals from photographs of arc 

trails. lneidentall7. all of the clear-cut spots in these photo-

graphs i~dica.te current densities of mt':UIJ' thousands of amperes per 

square centimeter, higher at the cathode (darker spots) than at 

the anode (lighter spots) . This agrees with the essential 

requirement of Langmuir's high field theory of the arc cathode(l5} 

li'igu.rea 59 and 60 show trails of the a.re with all conditions 

(15) Slepian and Haverstick, •Arcs with Small Cathode Current 
Densit7n. Physical Re·'f'iaw 331 p. 52 (1929). 
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identical except the speed of the circuit. They illustrate the 

al•ays observed fact that the rate of wruidering of. the arc 

incr~as&d rou.gb.ly with the le-ngth of the zero-eu-""I'ent period, t 9 • 

Vig'Ul·es 61 and 62 illustrate the differences which sometimes 

existed between arc trails rl th all conditions the sa:se. 1'1 thin 

certain ranges of conditions cotion of the arc •as very erratic. 

the arc sometimes moving rapidl7 and sooetimes slowly or not at 

all . .1.s in these two cases. the re-ignition voltage was generall7 

somewhR.t and often very :nuch higher when the a.re was wnndering 

rapidly than ...-hen 1 t .,..,as e.l.oost or quite s tD.tionary. The attempt 

was made for the sake of uniformit~ to record only those measure

ments mad.a with the arc wandering, but exceptions to this rule 

may sometimes have occurred. where the motion was erratic. This 

is believed to be the explanation of the peculiar break in the 

recoval;':y cur.-e of i'igure 18. The tendency of the are to 111ove 

also decreased •1th increase in the electrode separation, with 

pressure and with current strength. At the larger sepa.ra.tiont. 

prese14res and currents, the arc WOlUd frequently wander readil7 

when fir5t struck but a~ter several re-startings with the 

1Bl'liter electrode would burn steadily at the starting point 

•ithout further wandering. The re-ignition Toltage was observed 

to fall steadily with tiae in these cases . which was another 

reason for recording readings only with the arc wandering. In 
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general. very little difference was noticed between the arc trails 

at the different currents a.nd preasures used. Trails of 12.5-

ampere arcs are shown in l'iga.rea 66 and 67 and of 50-smpere ares 

in Figures 69 and 70. One photogrBph of a trail at 1/4 atmosphere 

~ressure is shown in Yi~ 68. The peculiar fine markings shown 

in rtgure 67 seem to nuggest that the arc terminals wandered in 

this ease eTen while the current was flowing and not just bet~een 

half-cycles as it USUAJ.l~ anpe$red to do. It seems possible, also, 

that discre:nancy between the currE>nt density in the poaitiTe 

column and at the cathode for these longer arcs ma7 haTe resulted 

1n the fonsia.t1on of aeTernl adjacent small cathode spots carrying 

the current from the r~latiTelT large posit1Ye colUlllll in parallel •• 

3. Exulana.tion. !'he cause of thb wandering seems reason

ably cleiu-. It is simply that re-ignition of the "'1"C gener~ll7 

occurred at a point somewhat removed from the place last occupied 

by the arc. This ma7 have been due to actual motion of the hot 

ionized gas region during the current sero period, or the 

re-ignition mST have occurred first along a path to one side of 

the recently-conducting gas region. This last explanation ap~ears 

to b~ the more ~robable for the cgees of rapid motion while the 

first may easil~ spply to the eases of alow motion. ~e widespread 

distribution of the spots in figu.res like No. 60, seemingly with 

less than purely random clustering, lend11 support to the second 
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explanation for the fast moving arcs. The fact that rapid 

'Ne.ndering occurs only for reignition of the second type. after 

complete deionization of the space h..l'\s occurred, giveA further 

s«1pport to this idea. The first posidble explanation occurring 

to the v riter of higher diel~-,ctric strength in the centar than 

to one side of' the old arc cor-e is thR. \ cooling of the gas 

opposi t~ the arc t~rmine.le mftY be aocelerAtail by a vapor blast 

from them to such an extant that after deionization its density 

and therefore its dielectric strength may be hi~F>r than that ct 

g&$ to one side which ~s recent1y pa~sed through the arc core 

but bas movad beyond the cooling influene~ of the vapor blast 

Md s-o re;nains at a. high.er te;nperAture than the gas nearer the 

are terminals. 








































































































